


I’ve been obsessing

about time travel lately.



I’m not interested in,

nor convinced of,

physical transport.



I don’t think the

scientists will solve

that in my lifetime.



& I’m not convinced

I could track down a

time traveler…



…& manage to steal

their technology &

figure out how to

make it work.



I already have the

technology.



It’s built into my brain.



I just need to unlock it.



& learn to control it.



I’m sure it’s related

to my seizures.



I’ve always come back

from them with vague

new knowledge both

sacred & profane.



Even the first one I

remember from when

I was three…



…left me feeling

closer to God.



Over the years they’ve

come sporadically.



I suppose when I

most needed them.



Helping to

shape my life.



Learning from mistakes

I had yet to make.



Still, lately I’m fighting

the seizures.



Trying to hold myself

in the present.



When the waves start

to come through I

resist them.



It almost

destroys my body.



My heart clenching

like a fist.



The right side of my

body going numb.



Sometimes it takes

days to subside.



Clenching my teeth

to keep control.



I don’t want some

future version of me

manipulating my life.



I want to make

my own choices.



I want to manipulate

my future.



I want to be the

prime version of me.



So I need to figure out

how my brain works.



Unlock my inborn

technology.



Before future me can

alter my mind...



...& hijack reality.



In the past I used

hallucinogens to try to

tap my ability.



But they let the future in

instead of letting me out.



Sleep deprivation.



Fasting.



Narcotics.



They all just let

the future in.



But my mind is stronger

than it used to be.



I’m going to

unlock my mind...



...& guide my own life...



...or burst my heart

in two trying.



No one else can save me.

No one else would try.
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